**RATIONELL VARIERA INTERIOR FITTINGS**

Width x Depth x Height

---

**Cutlery tray.** Adopted in size to RATIONELL drawer 15, 18 or 24”. The edges of the cutlery tray can be folded or cut to fit into your kitchen cabinet drawer. White polypropylene plastic.

- 11¾x2¾" 300.762.77 $3.99
- 14½x3½" 500.762.76 $4.99
- 20½x5½" 010.743.93 $5.99

**Cutlery tray.** Grey polypropylene plastic.

- 12⅛x3½" 601.029.20 $0.99

**Box.** Transparent. Makes it easy to see what is inside. Fitted with a handle, easy to place in a drawer, on a shelf or on a worktop. Transparent plastic.

- W7⅜x1⅝xH5⅛" 401.182.72 $4.99

**Box.** Fitted with a handle, easy to place in a drawer, on a shelf or on a worktop. 2 drawers fit in RATIONELL fully-extending drawer 60 cm wide; allow you to make maximum use of the drawer space. Clear lacquered plywood.

- W8⅜x2⅞xH5⅛" 301.167.11 $22.99

**Trap.** Can be stacked on top of RATIONELL VARIERA box in plastic. Fitted with a handle, easy to place in a drawer, on a shelf or on a worktop. Transparent plastic.

- W9⅜x3⅛xH4 001.303.78 $6.99

**Box for vegetables.** Box with grid on bottom; prevents moisture from forming as vegetables stay fresh longer. Clear lacquered birch plywood/powder coated steel.

- W3⅛x2 1¾xH8⅜" 301.339.61 $16.99

**Spice rack.** Can be hung on the wall, placed in a fully-extending drawer, on a shelf or on a worktop. Transparent plastic.

- W3⅛x2 1¾xH8⅜" 201.285.77 $5.99

**Plate holder.** Adjustable holder. Adapt the width to the size of your plates. Can be placed in a deep drawer, on a shelf, or be put directly on the table. Clear lacquered solid light beech/stainless steel.

- W4½x2⅜xH7½" 300.796.97 $12.99
- W7½x2¾xH8½" 300.796.01 $14.99

**Drawer mat.** Reduces noise and protects drawers/shelves against scratches. Simple to cut to the desired size. Polypropylene plastic. W15x8¾xH⅛" [100x30 cm].

- Grey 101.074.93 $7.99
- Transparent 810.128.53 $7.99

**Shelf insert.** To be placed on a shelf, adds storage space for e.g. glasses, bowls, spice jars. Screws included; two shelf inserts or more can be connected together. Powder coated steel, white.

- W4⅜x2⅞xH2⅛" D3½" 801.366.22 $5.99
- D1½" 601.366.23 $7.99

**Pull-out basket.** Powder coated steel, silver colour. Great for cleaning products. Screws included.

- 8⅝x13½xH⅛" 542.955.03 $29.99

**Holder for tins.** Holder for iron and cord. Makes it easy to keep the iron in order. Can be mounted within easy reach on the inside of a cabinet or directly on a wall. Galvanised steel.

- 6¼x4½xH2 420.908.04 $11.99

**Vacuum hose/tube holder.** Powder coated steel, silver colour.

- 12⅛x11⅟₂xH⅛" 678.659.83 $11.99

**Towel rail.** Pulls out for easy access to towels. Powder coated steel, silver colour.

- W4⅜x2⅝xH2⅛" 878.653.83 $12.99

**Plastic bag dispenser.** For plastic bags, string or toilet rolls. Polypropylene plastic. W9¼x2⅜xH4⅝".

- Pink 601.286.61 $1.99
- White 800.852.22 $1.99

**Pot-lid rack.** Also suitable as a magazine rack. Powder coated steel. Silver colour.

- W7⅛x2⅜xH2⅛" 543.771.83 $6.99

---

**QUALITY**

**DRAWERS.**

All our RATIONELL kitchen drawers are fully-extending, giving you an overview of what’s inside and putting everything within easy reach. Your kitchen drawers have to put up with a lot, so to make sure they can hold their heavy load we fit a 24” wide kitchen drawer with 18 lbs and then open and shut it up to 300,000 times. And sometimes you happen to lean on the drawer, so we test that too, with a 55 lbs weight 10 times for 10 seconds each. The drawers still glide softly and return to their closed position.

**SHELVES.** Every shelf means using a lot of equipment, and over time you often find yourself with more and more things you need to store. To make sure the shelves in your kitchen cabinet shouldn’t sag we put 60 plates weighing approximately 59 lbs on a 30” wide shelf and keep them there for a week. It’s just something shelves should be able to withstand.

**WIRE BASKETS.**

The 24” wide RATIONELL wire basket can hold 36 lbs. That’s about the same as 12 three-litre pans. And the basket is smooth-running and has a low front, making it easy to put things in and take them out. For safety sake, there’s even a pull-out stop. Perfect qualities for a cabinet for storing your pots and pans.

---

When everything has a place, kitchen work is easier and more fun. Plan where you want to store food, cook and wash up. The utensils you need should be where you use them most. With interior fittings you can organise your cabinets and drawers so you can easily find what you’re looking for. You can even put the wall space above your worktop to use by hanging rails for your utensils.

The interior fittings in the RATIONELL series are designed to fit perfectly in the drawers of the same name and in AKURUM frames. The RATIONELL VARIERA series can be used anywhere in the kitchen.

Together, they help you create a kitchen that’s easy to work in, functional and well organised. You can make maximum use of every space, and with a little planning, you can even have everything close at hand. If everything is easy to find and reach, you save time and spare your back. And it makes working in the kitchen much more fun.

An active kitchen means a lot of kitchen tools. Therefore, we also have storage solutions that you can mount on the wall. They help you make use of the empty space above your worktop and keep all your utensils close at hand. It’s also a great way to free space on the worktop and sinktop. We have wall accessories in many different styles and materials. Everything from durable stainless steel to warm soft wood.
**GOOD TO KNOW**

**EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE**

1. **Easier cooking**
   If you put RATIONELL fully-extending drawers near the hob, you can have your spices, oil, pastes and utensils close at hand when you cook. Everything will be easy to see, find and reach – even things at the back of the drawer.

2. **Smart storage near the cooker**
   If you fit your base cabinet with RATIONELL pull-out storage you will have fast and easy access to the contents. Put it near where you prepare food, so you always have your spices jars, kitchen knives, oil and aluminium foil close at hand.

3. **Easy to reach – from two directions.**
   High cabinets with fully-extending drawers mean that you: never need to stretch too far, get a good overview, can reach – even things at the back of the drawer.

4. **Rotation gives an overview**
   The spacious fully-extending drawers have room for cutlery trays, plate holders, napkins and salad bowls. Everything you could possibly need to set the table. If you place the drawers in a base cabinet near your dining table, setting the table will be both faster and easier.

5. **Sort waste at the sink**
   There is plenty of room under the sink for RATIONELL waste bins. Practical, since that’s where you rinse dishes, peel fruit and toss rubbish. If you put them in a pull-out tray unit or a fully-extending drawer, waste sorting will be easy.

6. **Use the wall**
   Do you need more work space in your kitchen? Then, consider putting up a series of wall accessories above your worktop. There you can hang everything, from dish washing brushes to cutlery stand, kitchen utensils and clothes. Everything will be close at hand – and ready when you need it.

7. **Make setting the table easier**
   The spacious fully-extending drawers have room for cutlery trays, plate holders, napkins and salad bowls. Everything you could possibly need to set the table. If you place the drawers in a base cabinet near your dining table, setting the table will be both faster and easier.

8. **Organise your wall cabinet**
   Do you want to organise the inside of your wall cabinet? Then, take a close look at all the smart storage solutions in the RATIONELL VARIERA series. Combined with RATIONELL adjustable shelves, they help you organise everything, big and small.

---

**RATIONELL INTERIOR FITTINGS FOR AKURUM**

Shelves, 2-pack. Melamine coated particleboard: scratch-resistant, easy clean surface. Thickness ¾".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Shelf material</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12x1½&quot;</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>445.789.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 $</td>
<td>17 $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x1½&quot;</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>445.789.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 $</td>
<td>17 $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18x1½&quot;</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>445.789.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 $</td>
<td>17 $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24x1½&quot;</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>445.789.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 $</td>
<td>17 $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x1½&quot;</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>445.789.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 $</td>
<td>17 $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36x1½&quot;</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>445.789.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 $</td>
<td>17 $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42x1½&quot;</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>445.789.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 $</td>
<td>17 $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48x1½&quot;</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>445.789.10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6 $</td>
<td>17 $</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Glass shelves, 2-pack.**
  - Thickness: ¾". Melamine coated particleboard.
  - Price per shelf: $12.99
- **Wire basket.**
  - Easy-glide construction with drawer stop.
  - Low front edge for easy loading and unloading. Powder coated steel, silver colour (14½”).
  - Price: $22.00

---

**GOOD TO KNOW**

1. **Easier cooking**
   If you put RATIONELL fully-extending drawers near the hob, you can have your spices, oil, pastes and utensils close at hand when you cook. Everything will be easy to see, find and reach – even things at the back of the drawer.

2. **Smart storage near the cooker**
   If you fit your base cabinet with RATIONELL pull-out storage you will have fast and easy access to the contents. Put it near where you prepare food, so you always have your spices jars, kitchen knives, oil and aluminium foil close at hand.

3. **Easy to reach – from two directions.**
   High cabinets with fully-extending drawers mean that you: never need to stretch too far, get a good overview, can reach – even things at the back of the drawer.

4. **Rotation gives an overview**
   The spacious fully-extending drawers have room for cutlery trays, plate holders, napkins and salad bowls. Everything you could possibly need to set the table. If you place the drawers in a base cabinet near your dining table, setting the table will be both faster and easier.

5. **Sort waste at the sink**
   There is plenty of room under the sink for RATIONELL waste bins. Practical, since that’s where you rinse dishes, peel fruit and toss rubbish. If you put them in a pull-out tray unit or a fully-extending drawer, waste sorting will be easy.

6. **Use the wall**
   Do you need more work space in your kitchen? Then, consider putting up a series of wall accessories above your worktop. There you can hang everything, from dish washing brushes to cutlery stand, kitchen utensils and clothes. Everything will be close at hand – and ready when you need it.

7. **Make setting the table easier**
   The spacious fully-extending drawers have room for cutlery trays, plate holders, napkins and salad bowls. Everything you could possibly need to set the table. If you place the drawers in a base cabinet near your dining table, setting the table will be both faster and easier.

8. **Organise your wall cabinet**
   Do you want to organise the inside of your wall cabinet? Then, take a close look at all the smart storage solutions in the RATIONELL VARIERA series. Combined with RATIONELL adjustable shelves, they help you organise everything, big and small.
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**INTERIOR FITTINGS FOR AKURUM**
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  - Price per shelf: $12.99
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  - Easy-glide construction with drawer stop.
  - Low front edge for easy loading and unloading. Powder coated steel, silver colour (14½”).
  - Price: $22.00
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Fully-extending drawer. Smooth-running fully-extending drawer with drawer stop. The drawer is self-closing the last few centimetres. Can be combined with the RATIONELL drawer dampers that catch the running drawer so that it closes slowly, silently and softly. Melamine coated particleboard/powder coated steel, silver colour.

- Drawer, H3 1/8" Max load/drawer: 55 lbs. 18x12" $29.99 21x12" $30.00 24x12" $32.99 30x12" $45.00
- Deep drawer, H6 3/4" Max load/drawer: 55 lbs. for 30 and 36" wide drawer. 15x20 7/8" $40.107.81 18x20 7/8" $40.099.77 24x20 7/8" $40.099.82 36x20 7/8" $40.101.83

Fully-extending drawer, 3-pack. Smooth-running fully-extending drawers with drawer stop. The drawers are self-closing the last few centimetres. Can be combined with the RATIONELL drawer dampers that catch the running drawer so that it closes slowly, silently and softly. Melamine coated particleboard/powder coated steel, silver colour. Adapted in size to fit AKURUM base cabinet 12" wide. Max load/drawer: 55 lbs. 12x20 7/8" $120.304.56 15x20 7/8" $120.305.77

Drawer damper, 2-pack. Catches the running drawer so that it closes slowly, silently and softly. To be fitted on to the drawer rail for RATIONELL fully-extending drawer. Galvanized steel and plastic. 601.086.77 $12

Fully-extending drawer with dampers. Fits under the sink, in a high cabinet with a depth of 12½" or in a wall cabinet mounted on legs; a smart solution in small spaces. Integrated dampers that catch the running drawer so that it closes slowly, silently and softly. Smooth-running fully-extending drawer with drawer stop. The drawer is self-closing the last few centimetres. Melamine coated particleboard/powder coated steel, silver colour.

- Drawer, H3 1/8" Max load/drawer: 55 lbs. 15x12" $30.099.28 18x12" $30.099.29 24x12" $30.103.18 30x12" $30.108.26
- Deep drawer, H6 3/4" Max load/drawer: 55 lbs. 15x12" $50.099.27 18x12" $50.099.64 24x12" $50.099.85

Droprail front. This front is needed when the drawer is used as a pull-out larder behind a door/drawers. Powder coated aluminium, silver colour. See the AKURUM Buying Guide for more information on our selection of pull-out larders.

- Front, H13 1/4" 18" $40.323.91 24" $40.323.92 30" $40.323.93
- Deep front, H16 3/4" 18" $40.323.98 24" $40.323.99 30" $40.323.97

Divider for drawer. Adjustable dividers. Anodized aluminium and plastic. Adapted in size to fit RATIONELL fully-extending drawer in 20⅞" depth.

- 12" set of 3 $150.979.37 15" set of 6 $250.979.34 18" set of 6 $200.979.32
- 24" set of 8 $300.979.34

Divider for deep drawer. Adjustable dividers. Anodized aluminium and plastic. Adapted in size to fit RATIONELL fully-extending drawers.

- W12", set of 2 $200.902.46 15" set of 4 $400.902.47
- W15", set of 6 $600.902.48 18" set of 6 $700.902.49
- W24", set of 8 $800.902.50

Foil roll holder. To be placed in RATIONELL fully-extending drawer together with the RATIONELL dividers. Holder with cutting blade; easy to cut the foil straight into pieces of the right size. Aluminium and plastic.

- 1,4l x 23 1/4" 4x1 4½ x 23 3/4" $60.318.80

Insert for spice jars. To be placed in RATIONELL fully-extending drawer together with the RATIONELL dividers.

- 4x1 1/4 x 3/8" 4x15 1/4" $50.946.71

Cutlery tray. Dimensioned for RATIONELL drawer 30" wide. Clear lacquered beech.

- W24x15x11/2" $101.167.05
- W24x15x9 1/4" $101.167.02

Cutlery tray. Dimensioned for RATIONELL drawer 24" wide. Clear lacquered beech.

- W20x15x11/2" $80.155.30
- W20x15x9 1/4" $80.155.92

Cutlery tray. Dimensioned for RATIONELL drawer 18" wide. Clear lacquered beech.

- W15x15x11/2" $50.167.05

Pull-out – and reach what you need. Now you don’t have to search around and stretch into the corner cabinet for your pans and dry goods anymore. RATIONELL corner base cabinet pull-out fitting with hardwearing melamine shelves you can both rotate and pull out – so you can see and reach everything you need. Corner base cabinet pull-out fitting $179

Fully extending drawers 3-pack $130

Handy close to the hob. These three fully-extending drawers fit a 12" cabinet. The shallow drawers can hold, for example, inserts for spice jars. The deep drawer is ideal for oils, sauces etc. that you need for cooking, neatly stored in a box with handle.

Drawer divider for deep drawer 30" wide $30

Here’s a neat idea. When you’re emptying the dishwasher it’s nice to have the cutlery and utensil drawer close to hand. With our moveable dividers you can organise the space to suit your needs. Thanks to the fact that they also fit our fully extending drawers perfectly, you can also get a good overview of the contents of your drawer.

Here’s a neat idea. When you’re emptying the dishwasher it’s nice to have the cutlery and utensil drawer close to hand. With our moveable dividers you can organise the space to suit your needs. Thanks to the fact that they also fit our fully extending drawers perfectly, you can also get a good overview of the contents of your drawer.

Drawer divider for 24" wide drawer $30

See your store cupboard. In our deep drawers near the hob you can keep everything you need to have close to hand when you’re preparing food, such as tinned foods, flour and oil. The moveable dividers help you to organise the contents simply so you can see them better.

Fully extending drawers 3-pack $130

Here’s a neat idea. When you’re emptying the dishwasher it’s nice to have the cutlery and utensil drawer close to hand. With our moveable dividers you can organise the space to suit your needs. Thanks to the fact that they also fit our fully extending drawers perfectly, you can also get a good overview of the contents of your drawer.

Drawer divider for deep drawer 30" wide $30

Here’s a neat idea. When you’re emptying the dishwasher it’s nice to have the cutlery and utensil drawer close to hand. With our moveable dividers you can organise the space to suit your needs. Thanks to the fact that they also fit our fully extending drawers perfectly, you can also get a good overview of the contents of your drawer.

Drawer divider for 24" wide drawer $30

See your store cupboard. In our deep drawers near the hob you can keep everything you need to have close to hand when you’re preparing food, such as tinned foods, flour and oil. The moveable dividers help you to organise the contents simply so you can see them better.
INTERIOR FITTINGS

Fit RATIONELL foil roll holder in a kitchen drawer for easy access to kitchen foil and a nice, straight edge to the lengths you need. Place the foil in the holder and secure it in place at the side of the RATIONELL drawer divider. Add a knife tray and a spice insert. All are made of plastic and aluminum. RATIONELL foil holder $9.99

Stop searching, start swivelling. Why is it that every time you’re looking for something it’s always farthest back and highest up in the corner cabinet? RATIONELL wall corner cabinet carousel with glass shelves makes it easier to see and reach everything. Just swivel the carousel – and take out what you need. Wall corner cabinet carousel $60

You will find more practical and stylish wall accessories that free up space at your IKEA store. Choose from series like ASKER, BYGEL, FÖRHÖJA, GRUNDTAL and KROKEN.

Fit RATIONELL foil roll holder in a kitchen drawer for easy access to kitchen foil and a nice, straight edge to the lengths you need. Place the foil in the holder and secure it in place at the side of the RATIONELL drawer divider. Add a knife tray and a spice insert. All are made of plastic and aluminum. RATIONELL foil holder $9.99

Stop searching, start swivelling. Why is it that every time you’re looking for something it’s always farthest back and highest up in the corner cabinet? RATIONELL wall corner cabinet carousel with glass shelves makes it easier to see and reach everything. Just swivel the carousel – and take out what you need. Wall corner cabinet carousel $60

WALL ACCESSORIES THAT FREE UP SPACE

You will find more practical and stylish wall accessories that free up space at your IKEA store. Choose from series like ASKER, BYGEL, FÖRHÖJA, GRUNDTAL and KROKEN.

Freedom in the kitchen. Washing up and preparing food requires worktop space. Create a place for everything within easy reach. Attach cutlery and dish drainers to a rail, store knives on a magnetic rack and hang your dishwasher brush on an S-hook. You can even hang up your kitchen roll holder. GRUNDTAL offers many more possibilities.

Tired of the sound of kitchen drawers slamming shut? Then, click on RATIONELL drawer damper to the drawer rails. They cushion the closing action and ensure that RATIONELL drawers close slowly, softly and quietly – regardless of how much force you use, or what you have inside. It feels nicer, too. RATIONELL drawer damper $13

Want to make maximum use of your high cabinet? With INTEGRAL hinges you can open the door a full 153° and use fully extending drawers in the cabinet. That will give you plenty of room, a good overview of what’s inside and make it easy to reach what you need. Total size: W34”xD24”xH84” This drawer combination $341

Finally, it’s simple! A pull-out fitting makes it just as easy to get the vacuum cleaner out, as it is to put away. It fits high cabinets, is ideal for areas such as your kitchen or laundry room, and can be fitted to the left or the right. Wire shelves give you a clear overview of things like vacuum cleaner bags and cleaning equipment. Pull-out interior fitting $175

Keep things on the wall. The ASKER series contains many smart wall accessories that help you make more room on the worktop. Here you will find everything, from a magnetic knife rack and hooks to a cutlery stand and containers for your dishwashing things – and on the wall, everything is easy to reach.

Tired of the sound of kitchen drawers slamming shut? Then, click on RATIONELL drawer damper to the drawer rails. They cushion the closing action and ensure that RATIONELL drawers close slowly, softly and quietly – regardless of how much force you use, or what you have inside. It feels nicer, too. RATIONELL drawer damper $13

Want to make maximum use of your high cabinet? With INTEGRAL hinges you can open the door a full 153° and use fully extending drawers in the cabinet. That will give you plenty of room, a good overview of what’s inside and make it easy to reach what you need. Total size: W34”xD24”xH84” This drawer combination $341

Finally, it’s simple! A pull-out fitting makes it just as easy to get the vacuum cleaner out, as it is to put away. It fits high cabinets, is ideal for areas such as your kitchen or laundry room, and can be fitted to the left or the right. Wire shelves give you a clear overview of things like vacuum cleaner bags and cleaning equipment. Pull-out interior fitting $175

Wall corner cabinet carousel $60

GRUNDTAL wall accessories. Design: Mikael Warnhammar. Stainless steel. Wall shelf, L47½xD10½xH11½” 700.227.63 $34.99
Cutlery stand, W4⅛xD9½xH9½” 401.127.44 $9.99
Kitchen roll holder, W1⅝xD9½xH9½” 700.227.62 $19.99
Dish drainer, W1⅝xD10¼xH8½” 401.127.45 $29.99
S-hook, 5-pack, 2¾” 200.1 1 3.88 $2.99
Magnetic knife rack, L19¾ 00 1.169.0 $9.99
Rail, L23½ 20 1.1 57.45 $6.99
S-hook, 5-pack, 4⅜” 000.1 1 5.36 $2.99
Magnetic knife rack, L30½xH11½” 300.366.37 $19.99

ASKER wall accessories. Design: Sigga Heimis. Aluminium/white stoneware. Clip, 3-pack, H3⅛” 50 0.132.51 $4.99
Container, 5″ 705.056.99 $9.99
Container, 5” 710.029.08 $9.99
Dish drainer, W1½xD11½xH11½” 401.123.51 $19.99
Hook, 3-pack, 3½” 200.1 1 3.88 $4.99
Kitchen roll holder, W1⅝xD4¾xH9” 601.058.53 $14.99
Magnetic knife rack, L15” 000.133.53 $18.99
Shelf for suspension rail, W1½xD4¾xH9½” 700.129.09 $12.99
Suspension rail L47½” 300.009.05 $14.99
Suspension rail L23½” 200.035.87 $19.99

Dish drainer, W1⅝xD11½xH11½” 300.187.40 $19.99
Kitchen roll holder Ø4¾xH13½” 300.187.44 $18.99
Magnetic knife rack, L19½” 000.189.01 $9.99
Rail, L23½” 200.187.45 $6.99
Rail, L30½” 000.187.54 $19.99
S-hook, 5-pack, 2½” 200.187.43 $1.99
S-hook, 5-pack, 4⅜” 000.187.56 $2.99
Suspension rail L30½ 200.187.48 $19.99
Ceiling-mounted utensil rack W3⅛xD1⅝ max 44 44 700.137.38 $39.99

Finally, it’s simple! A pull-out fitting makes it just as easy to get the vacuum cleaner out, as it is to put away. It fits high cabinets, is ideal for areas such as your kitchen or laundry room, and can be fitted to the left or the right. Wire shelves give you a clear overview of things like vacuum cleaner bags and cleaning equipment. Pull-out interior fitting $175

Keep things on the wall. The ASKER series contains many smart wall accessories that help you make more room on the worktop. Here you will find everything, from a magnetic knife rack and hooks to a cutlery stand and containers for your dishwashing things – and on the wall, everything is easy to reach.

Everything within easy reach, with for example your spice rack and utensil hooks on a wall-hung rail. The cutlery stand makes an ideal pot for growing herbs. The same series also includes a kitchen roll holder, a magnetic knife rack and a ceiling-mounted utensil rack as well.